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These products are reserved solely for races in locations reserved for those purposes and in accordance with the regulations issued by the
competent authorities for sports events. We decline any and all responsibility for improper use.
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FUEL SYSTEM   Art.   16 11126    PEUGEOT Speedfight 100cc

These systems have been especially studied and set for boosted engines, complete with
all accessories required for fitting (see general catalogue).
MALOSSI is a leading firm in the design and production of special fuel systems for motor-
bikes and scooters.
MALOSSI systems are the outcome of thorough research and accurate drawings and
calculations.
The intake manifolds, the rotary valves and the air intakes designed by MALOSSI under-
go efficiency and destructive tests to check their performances and reliability.
Carburettors are specifically customized for each vehicle according to the engine and
air intakes characteristics, besides the overall calibration of the carburettor which con-
cerns all the elements taking care of air-petrol mixture dosing for all power output
speeds.
MALOSSI produces special components for fuel systems with the purpose of supplying a
product that perfectly meets the requirements of the most demanding user.

FITTING INSTRUCTIONS
After having accurately cleaned the working area, remove the air filter and the old car-
burettor, connect the coupling given with the kit to the manifold, and then fix the new
carburettor to the coupling. 
After this, fix the new starter device to the casing as showed in figure, using the bracket
given with the kit. 
Refit the original filter housing connecting it to your new Malossi carburettor, after having
it thoroughly cleaned and dried internally and externally, including the filtering element. 
Before fitting, the latter should be moistened with Malossi oil 7,3. Then connect the rele-
vant control drives, duly recording the wires and taking care of inverting the fitting direc-

tion of the coupling between carburettor and filter
housing. 
Connect the petrol tube to the carburettor and the
lubricant tube, making sure that there are no blow-
ups or obstacles to the flow of the fuel and the oil.


